Human VEP contrast modulation sensitivity: separation of magno- and parvocellular components.
Human cortical visual evoked potentials (VEPs) were retrieved in real time (without averaging). The stimuli were sinusoidal gratings whose contrast was temporally modulated about some mean value. Electrophysiologically determined contrast modulation thresholds were measured at standing contrast over the range from 2.5% to 50%, defining an increment threshold function. Increment threshold functions were obtained under two different spatio-temporal stimulus conditions identified as "sustained" (4 c/deg grating modulated at 1.5 Hz) and "transient" (1 c/deg grating modulated at 20 Hz). Under each of these conditions, threshold responses were retrieved at both the fundamental and second harmonic of the contrast modulation frequency. Under "sustained" conditions log increment threshold responses and the fundamental the second harmonic of the modulation frequency were similar to those at the fundamental except for a saturation effect (i.e., above a mean contrast of 25% there was little further reduction in modulation sensitivity). There was no contrast gain control under "transient" stimulus conditions. In other words, the same absolute amount of contrast change produced threshold responses for all mean levels up to 25%. This was true at both the fundamental and second harmonic of the modulation frequency. Stimulus differences produce striking differences in the electrophysiologically inferred increment threshold function for grating contrast, but fundamental and second harmonic evoked responses reflect processes with similar increment threshold behavior.